AKKA - CLOSER TO THE
CUSTOMERS THAN EVER

KEY FACTS OF AKKA TECHNOLOGIES
1984: Formation of AKKA Technologies in 		
Lyon, France
In 2012, AKKA Technologies becomes major 		
shareholder of MBtech and European leader in 		
the field of engineering and consulting services.
In Germany, the AKKA Group counts 15 			
Competence Centers and twelve companies, 		
including MBtech, AKKA Germany, Proceda, 		
MBtech EMC, Auronik, ATP, Erlkönig and 		
Gigatronik.
Today, MBtech represents the biggest 			
automotive Competence Center within AKKA 		
Technologies.
In Germany, AKKA has 4,800 experts and is the 		
second largest employer in Sindelfingen.
Worldwide, the AKKA Group relies on the 		
competence of 15,000 employees in 29 countries.

We are looking forward to your application.
Please apply responding to offers on our career
website karriere.akka.eu or via www.civiweb.com

CONTACT
LEILA COQUEBLIN
V.I.E.-Program Coordinator Germany

Tel.: +49 151 74631240
E-Mail: leila.coqueblin-ext@mbtech-group.com

AKKA GmbH & Co. KGaA
Flugfeld-Allee 12
71063 Sindelfingen
Deutschland

www.akka-technologies.com

EUROPEAN TALENTS
FOR OUR FUTURE
JOIN OUR INTERNATIONAL
V.I.E. PROGRAMME

WHAT IS A V.I.E.?
Volontariat International en Entreprise Germany
VIE is an international corporate program for young
professionals. It offers a highly-rewarding professional experience as well as a real springboard for
an international career. AKKA Technologies was
awarded the “Grand Prix V.I.E. Enterprises” in the
mid-sized company category for its involvement
in the program. You are generally eligible for the
international program, if
you are an EU national
you are between 18 and 28 years
you can commit to an international assignment
for six to 24 months
Becoming a VIE means going abroad whilst benefiting from protective public law coverage. VIE are
paid an all-inclusive monthly expenses allowance,
which varies depending on the assignment country,
but regardless of the level of qualification.
For more detailed information please go to the
CIVIWEB website https://www.civiweb.com/FR/levolontariat-international/definition-du-vie.aspx

YOUR BENEFITS AS A V.I.E. IN AKKA
Involvement in the development of the future
technologies in the mobility sector
International company rewarded Fair Company
and Top Employer
Dedicated HR contact person for your personal
and administrative support
Integration in our V.I.E. social network
Protective public law coverage
Attractive compensation with accommodation
support, no taxes, journey to Germany free
Flexible timing: 1 year renewable (2 years maximum)
Seen as a graduate-program before hiring

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR
Embedded software engineer
Software test engineer
System engineer Hardware in the Loop
Data Scientist
Simulation engineer
Development engineer On-board diagnostics
Application engineer

WHAT FORMER V.I.E.S SAY ABOUT US
“As a VIE I had the opportunity to work in a
highly professional setting. I would very fondly
recommend this program, not only from a career
point of view, but also because of the outstanding
support received.”
Alicia, Electronic Engineer // Sindelfingen, Germany
•••

“As a VIE, I had the opportunity to start my
career abroad in the field of engine design
and development. The support of the VIE staff
and colleagues was really helpful for my whole
integration process.”
Joan, Design Engineer // Fellbach, Germany
•••

“As a VIE, I worked on technical projects that
suit me perfectly. It means taking responsibility,
mastering challenges and continuously growing
as a part of a diverse and global team.”
Brieux, Calculation Engineer // Sindelfingen, Germany

